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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript improved a lot and my recommendations have been all taken into consideration. However, I have some remarks regarding the quality of written English that became more prominent in this version of the manuscript. The following are some examples of structures that need to be language-edited:

1- "Usual treatments were ineffective" in the abstract (classic treatment might be more suitable).

2- "There is a need to identify parasitic infected patients notably those native and dose living in endemic countries to thus propose specific and adequate treatment particularly among bipolar disorder patients refractory to mood stabilisers" in the abstract.

3- "excepted an hypereosinophilia" in the case presentation.

4- "How could we explain the joint effect of antihelmintics with mood...: in the discussion (adjunctive effect might be more suitable).

In addition, some minor modifications seem to be necessary:

1- Please replace the term "salt valproate" with "valproic acid"

2- Please include a discussion section and make the conclusion section shorter and more concise.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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